
Course Review: Pronghorn (Nicklaus Course)
Let’s just say this right up front: we had a great ex-
perience at the Pronghorn Nicklaus Course in Bend. 
We had an “in” that we’ll denote here in a bit, but 
everything we saw leads us to think everyone is 
treated equally as well.

The Nicklaus Course is one of two upscale resort 
courses at Pronghorn, which is itself a very upscale 
venue. There is public play on the Nicklaus Course; 
sister Fazio Course is strictly private.

Yes, the Nicklaus Course was designed by master 
golfer Jack Nicklaus. As you would expect from a 
course both designed by Nicklaus and located in 
Central Oregon, it plays firm and fast. We played the 
“rust” tees, the mid-distance tees measuring about 
6,500 yards. (They were occasionally a little difficult 
to distinguish from the next-shorter “gold” tees.) 

Don and Pete played Pronghorn Nicklaus in the ear-
ly fall of 2014 with Pete’s Newberg School District 
teaching colleague Dale Conley and Dale’s son, 
Max. Max works at Pronghorn, so he was our entrée 
to a very discounted round.

Pronghorn describes the Nicklaus Course as “a 
minimalist experience with an emphasis on the 
golf game itself, combining strategy with playabil-
ity, beautiful transitions and true putting surfaces.” 
That’s pretty accurate. The course itself is simply 
beautiful to navigate, even if you weren’t golfing. 
Ancient lava rock ridges and outcroppings inter-

twine with natural landscaping to accent some sim-
ply magnificent views of the Cascade Mountains.

Perhaps the most striking thing about Pronghorn is 
how simply immaculate everything is. Your greens 
fee includes a cart, so basically everyone rides at 
Pronghorn, but you certainly could walk it. It’s gen-
erally flat, some gently rolling terrain here and there 
and there’s not much distance from greens to next 
tees.  Speaking of greens, these are some of the 
best we’ve ever played. Basically perfect. Meticu-
lously maintained, fast-but-not-too-fast, consistent 
and true. You can adjust and get into a nice putting 
rhythm. There’s some water — even a waterfall on 
No. 13 — and lots of bunkers.lots of bunkers.lots

The only beef we could find with Pronghorn is their 
logo balls. There’s only one for both courses; most 
definitely, there should be a Nicklaus Course ball 
and a Fazio Course ball. That’s pretty much the only 
thing we could find to critique. Again, the general 
public can play the Nicklaus Course (check Golf-
Now.com for afternoon deals) — be sure to do so.

Ready to go at Pronghorn Nicklaus: (left to right) Dale 
Conley, Pete, Max Conley, Don.

(Top) A typical Pronghorn Nicklaus tee box (No. 4). (Be-
low) Pete putting on the waterfall feature No. 13 green.


